Background Sur ger y is the mainstay ther apy for color ectal car cinoma with curative intent, while radiotherapy and chemotherapy act as adjuvant or neoadjuvant therapy. The desicion for surgery depends on tumor resectability. Neoadjuvant radiotherapy, both short-course radiotherapy (SRT) or long-course radiotherapy (LRT) with or without concurent chemotherapy, is aimed to increase tumor resectability. This article compares advantages of SRT and LRT. Method We designed a sear ch filter using r elevant synonyms for the domain: "rectal carcinoma", "resectable", "preoperative radiotherapy", and "short-course". Publications are retrieved from PubMed, Cochrane Library, and EBSCO using MESH terms and search terms in title and abstract fields. Articles' titles and abstracts from search result are screened for relevance. Eligible articles are selected based on inclusion and exclusion criterias. Selected articles are critically appraised for methods validity. Result Six ar ticles ar e included in our study, consists of four r andomized clinical trials and two metaanalyses. Conclusion SRT is as effective as LRT with or without chemother apy in ter ms of overall survival, disease free survival, local recurrence rate, disease metastasis rate, free resection rate, and grade 3-4 toxicity. LRT with or without chemotherapy showed superiority in increasing pathological complete response rate and sphincter preservation rate. SRT is a better choice in centers with a long waiting list. Keywords: color ectal car cinoma, pr eoper ative r adiother apy, r adiother apy Hak Cipta © 2017 Perhimpunan Dokter Spesialis Onkologi Radiasi Indonesia
Background
Colorectal carcinoma is the third most common malignancy in the world and the second cause of death among all malignancies in the United States. From the 2012 Globocan data, the incidence of colorectal cancer in Indonesia is 12.8 per 100,000 adult population, with mortality 9.5% of all cancer cases.
Management of colorectal cancer involves multidisciplinary team including gastroenterologist, digestive surgeon, and radiation oncologist. Treatment and setting depend on several factors, such as cancer stage, histopathology, possible side effects, patient overall condition, and patient preference. Surgical therapy is the major modality in rectal cancer with curative goal, while radiotherapy and chemotherapy act as adjuvant therapy. [1] [2] [3] Locoregional recurrence in rectal cancer cases of disease is mainly affected by involvement of tumor at circular resection margin, positive lymph nodes, and extramural blood vessel invasion. To reduce local recurrence, radiation and chemotherapy adjuvant therapy may be given pre-and post-surgical intervention. Goals of preoperative radiotherapy are: 4 1.
reduce risk of local recurrence, especially in patients with poor histopathological prognosis; 2.
increase the possibility of sphincter preservation procedures; 3.
increase the rate of resectability in tumors that are locally advanced or unresectable; and 4.
reduce the number of viable tumor cells thereby reduce the possibility of contamination and spread of tumor cells through the bloodstream during surgery.
There are two modalities in providing preoperative radiation:
3,5,6
1. short-course radiation (SRT) with a dose of 5×5 Gy followed by immediate surgery within several days, and 2.
long-course radiation (LRT) with a total dose of 45-50.4 Gy in 25-28 fractions with or without chemotherapy, followed by surgery after 4-8 weeks.
Although the radiation technique is similar, the fractionation and surgery span time are different. The advantage of SRT is shorter preoperative therapy duration, while the limitation is less useful in downsizing the primary tumor because surgery is performed in just a short time after radiation. Nevertheless, some studies have shown that SRT tumor downsizing can be achieved when surgical action is delayed up to 6-8 weeks after short radiation is given. 3, 5, 6 When LRT is used, it should be followed by concomitant chemotherapy to increase the possibility of primary tumor downsizing, achieve pathologic complete response (pCR), increase resectability, and preserve sphincter function in low-lying tumor cases, as well as lower local recurrence risk and increase long -term survival. 3, 5, 6 The ideal preoperative approach is still a controversy until today. SRT proponents argue that it could improve patient comfort and reduce cost compared with LRT, while LRT proponents emphasize lower surgery morbidity and higher possibility of sphincter preservation. 3, 5, 6 Clinical question
In a patient with resectable rectal carcinoma undergoing preoperative radiotherapy, is there any difference in local control rate and disease-free survival between short-course radiotherapy and long-course radiotherapy with or without concurrent chemotherapy?
Searching methodology
We designed a search filter using relevant synonyms for the domain: "rectal carcinoma", "resectable", "preoperative radiotherapy", and "short-course". We retrieved relevant publications in PubMed, Cochrane Library, and EBSCO using MESH terms search terms in title and abstract fields. Our search yielded 210 records in PubMed, 34 in Cochrane Library, and 601 in EBSCO (Table 1) . We found 109 eligible study from PubMed, 33 from Cochrane, and 43 from EBSCO. Inclusion criterias are RCT, meta-analysis, or systematic review studies, article published in the last 10 years, written in English, and its abstract is readily available. The exclusion criterias are animal study and descriptive study. Title and abstract of all retrieved records were screened to retrieve direct comparison between SRT and LRT. We continued assessing sixteen studies' full text and excluded nine because of article's content (review, study protocol, consensus), ongoing trial, interim analysis, and descriptive study. Seven articles were critically appraised (Table 2 and 3) . One article was excluded because of inadequate study validity.
Result
Bujko et al 7 performed a concealed, randomized trial with intention to treat analysis to assess overall survival and local control rate between SRT and LRT plus chemotherapy in 312 patients diagnosed with stage T3 or T4 resectable rectal cancer. SRT group received preoperative irradiation (five fractions of 5 Gy) with total mesorectal excision (TME) performed within 7 days, while LRT group received chemoradiation (50.4 Gy in 28 fractions, 1.8 Gy per fraction, plus bolus 5-fluorouracil and leucovorin) and TME 4-6 weeks later. They showed that neoadjuvant chemoradiation did not increase overall survival (OS), local control, or late toxicity compared with SRT alone (p>0.05).
Erlandson et al 8 conducted a non-inferiority RCT. They grouped 385 patients in three-arm randomization: short -course radiotherapy 5×5 Gy with early surgery (SRT), short-course radiotherapy 5×5 Gy with delayed surgery (SRT-delay), and long-course radiotherapy 25×2 Gy with delayed surgery (LRT-delay). The others 455 patients were put in two-arm randomization to compare the outcomes between SRT and SRT-delay. In both three-arm and two-arm randomization, no significant difference were observed regarding time to local recurrence and OS.
Latkauskas et al 9 conducted a RCT comparing preoperative conventional chemoradiotherapy (50 Gy) and SRT (25 Gy) both with delayed surgery in patients diagnosed with stage II and stage III resectable rectal cancer. Type of surgery was conditional, but total mesorectal excision was mandatory. One-hundred-andfifty patients were included in this trial. This RCT showed that there were no statistically significant difference in OS, downstaging, and pCR rate. But this RCT showed that three years disease free survival (DFS) was better in conventional chemoradiotherapy group (59% in SRT group vs 75.1% in CRT group, Table 1 . Sear ch ter ms used in online database p=0.022). Hazard ratio of local and distant cancer progression for SRT patients compared to CRT patients was 1.93 (95% CI 1.08 to 3.43). studies. The study yielded a total of 357 patients in pooled result. They compared SRT and LRT, both proceeded by delayed surgery. Sphincter preservation rate, local recurrence rate, grade 3-4 toxicity, R0 resection rate, and downstaging rate were not different statistically between two groups. Compared with short course radiotherapy, long course radiotherapy increased pCR rate. 
patients in pooled result. They compared two groups of sample, the one underwent preoperative radiation followed by surgical intervention, and the other surgery alone. The experimental group were further divided into four categories according to the applied biological effective dose (BED) and fractionation of preoperative radiotherapy. They showed that there were no statistically significant difference in mortality and local recurrence between low BED radiotherapy (≤30 Gy) compared to surgery alone (p>0.05 
Discussion
Most of the studies indicated no statistically significant difference between SRT and LRT in DFS and local recurrence, 7, 8, 10, 12 but there are some contradictions.
Meta-analysis by Viani et al showed that SRT was more superior in reducing local recurrence than LRT. This study shortfall was indirect comparison between SRT and LRT, not considering time span to surgery, lack of individual study validity assessment, and imbalance in pooled sample number.
11
RCT conducted by Latkauskus showed that LRT gave better three-year DFS and less progression than SRT, but no difference in OS, downstaging, and pCR, 9 which is somehow contradictive. DFS has been validated as a surrogate endpoint of OS by showing strong correlation between both parameters. 13 LRT is more favorable in achieving pCR in meta-analysis by Liu et al and Zhou et al, but both study showed no difference in local reccurence. 10, 12 pCR is linked with lower reccurence rate and better survival in breast cancer, but more research is needed to prove this in rectal cancer. 14, 15 Aside from our outcomes of interest, Viani et al showed LRT is better in sphincter preservation than LRT. Viani et al also showed that BED had to be accounted to achieve better outcome.

Conclusion
SRT is as effective as LRT with or without chemotherapy in terms of DFS and local control rate. LRT showed superiority in increasing pCR and sphincter preservation rate.
